I.
Hobbes' philosophy of language transpires from his much quoted adage: Words are wise men's counters. The context gives more evidence of his deeper intentions; the subsequent text runs as follows: " .......... , they do but reckon by them; but they are the money of fools, that value them by the authority of an Aristotle, a Cicero, or a Thomas, or any other doctor whatsoever, if but a man. -'Subject to names', is whatsoever can enter into or be considered in an account, and be added one to another to make a sum, or subtracted one from another and leave a remainder.
The Latins called account of money rationes, and accounting ratiocinatio; and that which we in bills or books of account call 'items', they call nomina, that is 'names'; and thence it seems to proceed, that they extended the word 'ratio' to the faculty Of reckoning in all other things. The Greeks have but one word, k6~os
for both 'speech' and 'reason'; not that they thought there was no Mind )-'* (c~unicative)) P'@ Others
The inventive application of natural words puts them to an ennoetical -i.e. intelligence-integrated -and instrumental use, which accurately handled turns out to be a reliable procedure for attaining rational truth. In so doing Hobbes posited the most striking and consequential linguistic theory of his time.
The sign-use of natural language is allowed to be weaker; the interhuman communicative application is not a philosopher's privilege, but the everyday practice of ordinary people. They operate with prudence, which is the common mind as it consists of memor~y_~ perception and imagination. Philosophers, on the other hand, operate with their calculative reason, which is the counting and reckoning mind.
Hobbes elaborates on his calculus of words in the sense that he demonstrates that the syntactic procedure is of an arithmetical nature in so far as we add or subtract the notions of which the common words are urged to become the bearers.
2.
Regarding influences Hobbes underwent from earlier theories and philosophies, we must first remember that he was an excellent classicist, who had acquired a thorough knowledge of all the outstanding authors of Antiquity. We suspect that Hobbes' opposition 'inventio versus demonstratio', is related to Plato's concept of the dual function of language, namely diakrinein towards things, didaskein towards fellow men.
There is little basis for thinking of Hobbes as an Aristotelian.
In the domain of language-theory and philosophical grammar, the its vertical axis, it will appear oval, but the inner order and proportions will be preserved in spite of the distortion.
In the latter case there is only less "clarity" because of the shift in "point de rue" but the fundamental adequacy and truth is maintained.
4.
We wanted to confine ourselves to describing and historically locating Hobbes' arithmetical philosophy of language.
And we must confine ourselves to merely sketching Leibniz' role as Hobbes' heir and successor. Just as it may happen in architecture that the initiator of a new style is outstripped by a successor, so, in language philosophy, Leibniz overshadows Hobbes. In linguistics proper Leibniz influenced the founder of the discipline, Bopp, though indirectly, through Wolff; in mathematics he influenced
Frege, who wanted to draft a Leibnizian "Begriffssohrift";
in philosophy and mathematical logic he influenced Russell in the farter's attempt to create an ideal language, which he recommended as the goal of the philosophy of language.
"The'ideal language' would satisfy perfectly the intentions to make the relation of 'picturing' the sole essential basis of symbolism ..... Russell .... is unwilling to abandon the notion that language must "correspond" to the "facts", through one-to-one correlation of elements and identity of logical structure." (Black)
It has been said that the failure of Machine Translation was due to the absence of an adequate philosophy of language; I feel inclined to agree. Such a philosophy is still in its infancy and it cannot be successful without scanning the past for its origins.
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